
1.   Superior paper handling 
•  To avoid jams and misfeeds the S2070 scanner offers 

Active Feed Technology that automatically aligns the 
leading edge of each page. A feature not available on the 
DR-M160II scanner which means the operator needs to 
spend more time preparing documents and aligning the 
edges prior to feeding. If this is not done the DR-M160II 
scanner runs the risk of jamming more frequently.

2.  A more informative user interface with more  
 customizable scan profiles 
 •  The S2070 scanner offers 

a 1.5-inch color touch 
screen user interface 
which provides users more 
information and makes it 
easier to operate. Having 
the ability to customize 
the description on the 
operator control panel will 
reduce mistakes due to 
scanning with the wrong 
settings or profile.

 •  The Canon model has 
no display screen and 
does not provide any 
information about the 
scan profile being used. 
Error messages are 
communicated using a 
blinking light. •  The S2070 scanner also has a Controlled Output 

Stacking feature that corrals and neatly stacks ejected 
pages, so operators don’t have to spend a lot of time 
trying to reorganize a batch of originals.

 •  The S2070 scanner holds 80 pages within the ADF 
which is 20% more than the DR-M160II scanner. The 
S2070 scanner also handles paper weights up to 110 
lbs while the DR-M160II scanner can only scan up to 
68 lb paper weights.

Top 5 Reasons to Buy from Kodak Alaris
Independent testing by Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI) demonstrates multiple performance advantages for the S2070 scanner 
when tested against the DR-M160II scanner.
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Document and information handling you can trust
Thorough independent testing by BLI reveals that the Kodak S2070 Scanner beats the Canon imageFORMULA DR-M160II Office 
Document Scanner in many critical categories, including cost per scan, speed, and OCR accuracy. Do more, and do it more cost-
effectively, with scanners from Kodak Alaris.

5.  Better image quality on colored paper 
 •  The S2070 scanner also leverages Perfect Page 

technology to automatically optimize image quality. 
Technology workers save time by not having to clean up 
images after scanning is completed. There is also less 
background noise on the Kodak image which provides 
greater OCR accuracy and smaller file size.

3.  Reduced processing time with smaller scan file size 
 •  According to testing performed by Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI), Kodak scanners have smaller file sizes no matter which settings are 

used. Including being 10X smaller for a single-page scanned using the auto color setting at 200 dpi.

  •  The Kodak S2070 Scanner is 25% faster than the Canon imageFORMULA DR-M160II Office Document Scanner when scanning 
black and white and 50% faster in color.

  •  A single page scanned using the Auto Color Mode at 300 dpi is more than 15 times smaller using the S2070 than compared to the 
DR-M160II scanner.

4.  Better structured information 
 •  A Text Searchable document is provided that structures data making it easier to find the information. Providing a text searchable 

PDF that is a crisp clean image can increase the accuracy of OCR engines.

  •  Not only is the S2070 scanner more accurate but its faster, increasing the speed it scans at when you increase the dpi.
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Original Kodak Canon

Kodak Canon Kodak Canon

Type of Page(s) Scanned 200 DPI File Size (KB) 300 DPI File Size (KB)

Single-Page Black 31 36 41 48

Single-Page Grayscale 148 299 279 545

Single-Page Color 158 305 263 598

Single-Page Auto Color 30 307 31 620

Multi-Page Black 716 1,026 1,023 1,357

Multi-Page Color 3,175 6,778 5,573 16,102

Multi-Page Auto Color 3,107 6,824 5,590 16,261

https://www.alarisworld.com/en-us/solutions/document-scanners/desktop/s2050-scanner
https://www.alarisworld.com/en-us/about-us/industry-recognition

